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Background

−Post-primary mathematics and physical education 
teacher.
−Experience of teaching mathematics to adult learners. 
−Mathematics education lecturer at DCU.





Information Age

−We live in the information age, which is a period in 
human history characterized by the shift from industrial 
production to one based on information and 
computerization.

−The modern age regarded as a time in which 
information has become a commodity that is quickly
and widely disseminated and easily available,
especially through the use of computer technology.





The Challenge

−In an era when a single human invention – the mobile phone –
has reached 5 billion individual subscribers in less than two 
decades, it seems paradoxical that a technology much more 
deeply embedded in the modern economy – writing – still has 
not reached about a billion adults aged 15 and over, even after a 
5,000-year journey.

(Matthews, 2019)





The Need: Digital Numeracy

−Digital numeracy is becoming increasingly important in 
times of growing public exposure to ‘big data’, ‘open 
data’, and the use of algorithms in many digital 
environments, alongside digital literacy.
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1623: First Adding Machine



1773: First Functional Calculator



1961: First All-Electronic Desktop 
Calculator



1967: First Handheld Calculator



2003: First Graphing Calculator with 
Touch Functionality



2010: First Colour Graphing Calculator





Advantages / Disadvantages

−Efficient to perform 
calculations.
−Accuracy of calculations.

−The understanding of 
number.
−The understanding of 

how calculations are 
performed.
−The ability compare 

numbers and their 
values.



The Tech Credit Contract is for 12 months duration, how much does the iPhone cost in total if 
Tech Credit is used? Which is the cheaper option, pay in instalments or purchase with one 
payment?



However, there is more...



However, there is more...
How much should you save per month 
for 12 months to purchase the phone 
with one payment?

How much should you save per month 
for 6 months to purchase the phone with 
one payment?





Interest Rates

−APR stands for Annual Percentage Rate. Variable rates 
from 6.8% to 8.5% APR.

−Rate offered depends on loan amount and may differ from 
advertised rate. Lending criteria, terms and conditions apply.

−The repayments on a personal loan of €20,000 over 5 years 
with 60 monthly instalments are €391.92 per month at 6.6% 
variable (Annual Percentage Rate of Charge (APRC) 6.8%). 
The total cost of credit is €3,515.20.

−Variable rates are correct as at 30th June 2020 and are 
subject to change.



APR

−Annual percentage rate, or APR, is the total cost of 
borrowing from a financial institution over one year.
−Annual percentage rate is a good way to calculate the 

cost of borrowing because it takes into account all 
associated costs of borrowing, including extra charges 
like late fees, closing fees and administrative fees.
−APR does not take into account the compounding effect 

of interest where it applies. 
−APR is used to compare costs across different lenders.







How much will be 
repaid at the end of 
loan?

Do you think the 
APR is high for this 
loan?







Data







Comparing Mobile 
Phone Plans

−A 500MB data plan will allow you to browse the internet 
for around 6 hours, to stream 100 songs or to watch 1 
hour of standard-definition video.







Reviews







For the claim by the hotel to be 
correct, how much should the 
overnight stay cost? 





What currency is the product being sold in?
How much would the product cost, if the UNIDAYS discount was applied?
How much does the product cost in euros? What information do we need to calculate this?







Calculate the percentage VAT.











How much does the product 
cost if the UNiDAYS discount 
is applied?



Compare these bags to the size of your school bag?

Benchmarks





What other items weigh 10kgs? What other items weigh 20kgs?





How many combinations of 
numbers are possible to 
enter?

How many codes can be 
produced?



The odds of winning?



Netflix





The average diesel consumption is 7 litres 
per 100km, how much diesel is used for each 
of these trips?

Diesel costs €1.906 per litre, what is the cost 
of the diesel for the trips?

The toll cost is €2 for a car, what is the total cost 
of using this route for the journey?
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Conclusion

−While technologies can “leapfrog” over traditional 
infrastructure, they cannot leapfrog over traditional 
human cognitive capacity.

(Matthews, 2019)
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